Sample Research Plan

Teacher Information

Graphing Your Data
They have a title that tells their purpose.

The next step in interpreting your data is to represent it using graphs. Graphs illustrate data in an
easy-to-understand format. Keep your graphs simple
and accurate. The following are characteristics of
good graphs:

They have labels for each axis to indicate what
it represents and what units of measure it uses
(meters, minutes etc.).
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It is recommended that you use a computer
spreadsheet program to make your graphs; this will
help the graphs be neat and accurate. Remember to
double-check all mathematical calculations and values, even if you are using a spreadsheet program.
Completed graphs should be included in the logbook; some will also be in the final report and exhibit.

They are large enough to be clearly seen.
They clearly distinguish (by color or other
methods) data being graphed together.
They include a key to explain colors or symbols
used.
They are quickly and easily understood.

Chapter

Bar Graph
A bar graph uses horizontal or vertical bars to
compare data from two or more categories (e.g.,
different trials, tests, experiments, or designs) at a
single point in time. (A vertical bar graph is also
called a column graph.) Bar graphs are good for
showing frequency (how often something occurred)
and the overall average of results. The quantities
represented in the graph can be easily compared by
examining the lengths of the bars.

highest value. For example, if the highest value
in your data is 15, then your highest axis point
may be 20 with intervals of 2.5.
Include the values for each bar.
The horizontal bar graph below might be constructed to illustrate the average temperature differences (in degrees Celsius) of four insulating materials—fiberglass, cellulose, polystyrene, and
polyurethane.

The following guidelines will help you prepare a
neat and legible display.
All information should be easily readable from
3 to 5 ft (1 to 1.5 m) away. Ordinary text should be
typed in a 16- to 18-point font. Headings should
be about twice the size of ordinary text (32 to
36 points), and subheadings (if used) should be
about halfway between the two.
In some STEM fairs, each exhibit is in a roped-off
booth. If that is the case for your fair, double the
sizes listed above.
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The title should be large enough to be read
from across the room, typically with letters 2 to
3 in (5.1 to 7.6 cm) tall (about 144 to 216 points
if they are typed).
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STEM Project Guide provides the steps and instructions for each part of the STEM Project
and contains worksheets, samples, and grading forms for the project. The key to successful
STEM Projects is an enthusiastic teacher who encourages his students to prepare outstanding
projects by thoroughly teaching the material in this book.

STEM Project

Hypothesis
Polyurethanefoaminsulationwillresistheatflowbetterthancellulose,
fiberglass, or expanded polystyrene foam insulation.

polyurethane foam)
• Dependent variable—temperature change caused by heat flow
You will develop research skills and learn to apply the scientific method and engineering through the insulation
design process.
• Controlled variables—holder for the insulation sample, room
You will improve your writing skills and learn how to communicate scientific information
temperature,location,volumeandthicknessofsample,temperatureof
to others.
heat source, distance of heat source from object, time of heating

Make sure that all items on the display are
straight and aligned. Use a ruler if preparing a
display by hand or the appropriate program
features if preparing a display on a computer.
Organize information in a logical order. For a
trifold board, center the title at the top of the
middle panel (or place it on a header board).
The remaining information should be left
to right across the board (from the reader’s
perspective) and top to bottom within each
panel. Use the large space in the center panel to
emphasize important information like graphs.

Types of Projects

Topic
Background
Selection
Evaluation
Worksheet

Using STEM Project Guide

Scientific Method

18.0

72

STEM Project Guide

Paper is the correct length (450–500 words).
Body includes a summary of reading research.
Ideas are arranged in a clear, logical order for smooth flow.
All information except direct quotes is in my own words with proper sentence structure; direct quotes from a
source are in quotation marks.
Citations are included for any information that is not common knowledge and for all direct quotes.

2. Gather information through observation and research.

2. Determine the criteria and constraints of the problem.
3. Research and develop possible solutions to the
problem.

4. Perform an experiment to test your hypothesis.

4. Choose a design idea and make a detailed plan.

5. Record and analyze the results of your experiment.

5. Build and test a prototype.

6. State your conclusions.

6. Analyze the prototype and improve the design.

Project Selection

Students will follow these steps in completing
the STEM Project:

Bibliography of sources consulted.

1. Choose a project topic.

Paper is coherent, with clarity and unity.
Science investigation

2. Perform background research, choose a problem, and summarize this information in a Background paper.

Engineering design

Problem and hypothesis are clearly stated.
Final paragraph explains how problem and
hypothesis relate to the reading research.
A clear reason is given for the hypothesis.
Hypothesis has only one independent variable.

Problem and criteria / constraints are clearly
stated.
Final paragraph explains how problem and
criteria / constraints relate to the reading research.

3. Plan the study and write a research plan.

4. Conduct the study.
5. Summarize the study in a final report.
6. Prepare a STEM Project exhibit.
7. Give an oral presentation.
8. Display the project in a school or regional STEM
fair (optional).
During the course of the STEM Project, you will
continue to have regular science classes. You may
set aside some time during class for students to
work on their project, but most of their project
should be completed outside of class. (See the Suggested Project Overview and teacher notes throughout the text for information about suggested workdays.) Oral presentations will need to be scheduled
into the normal class period. Assign STEM Project
work along with the regular class homework.

A clear reason is given for the criteria / constraints.

Mechanics
Citations are complete, with correct format.
Has correct overall format.
Has correct punctuation, capitalization, grammar, and spelling.
Written in third person.
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Chapter 1

Scheduling
Your first step will be to fill out the STEM Project
Work Schedule (p. 3). This schedule will contain the
due dates for the Project. Use your school calendar,
your science curriculum, and the Suggested Project
Overview (p. 115) to make a good schedule for you
and your class. (Abeka high-school science teacher
editions schedule STEM Project components in the
suggested daily pacing.) You may need to extend or
shorten deadlines. The dates should be given to students at the time the STEM Project is introduced.

Subproblems are stated, if needed.

Engineering Design Process
1. State the problem to be solved.

3. From these facts, draft a hypothesis, or possible
answer to your question.
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Content

There are a sufficient number of sources (minimum of five).

Groups
Your STEM Project will be either a science-investigation project or an engineering-design
project. In a science-investigation project, you will solve a problem or answer a question by
• Experimentalgroups—Therewillbefourexperimentalgroups,each
discovering something new using the scientific method. The scientific method involves three
having a different type of insulation. There will be one insulation
main steps: observing nature, hypothesizing to come up with a potential answer to a question, and experimenting to test the hypothesis. In an engineering-design project, you will use
sample in each group.
the engineering design process to solve a problem by developing a device or a new way of
• Controlgroup—Nocontrolgroupisneededbecausetheexperimental
doing something. The main steps of the engineering design process are defining the problem
to be solved, designing a solution to the problem, and evaluating the solution to see if it
groups will be compared with each other.
solves the problem.

1. Formulate a worthwhile question or problem.

Temperature difference (°C)

26

The information in this section is intended to give you an overview of the STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) Project and of how you can use STEM Project
Guide to help students complete their STEM Projects successfully. More specific information is
included in teacher notes throughout the text.

You will learn to plan a project and organize your time to complete the project on
schedule.

Write the title above the bar graph.

The axis scale should use appropriate numbers
of convenient size. The maximum value shown
on the axis should be slightly larger than your

11

Complete the student portion of this form and turn it in with the first draft of the Background. Your teacher will
The STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) Project allows you to perevaluate your Background and make recommendations in the teacher portion.
Important
Variables
form an investigation or develop a design or an application. Besides helping you learn
about
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, the STEM Project helps you develop skills• Independentvariable—typeofinsulation(cellulose,fiberglass,EPS,andStudent
that will be foundational to your future success in school and as an adult.

Label what each bar represents.

A bar graph should follow these guidelines:

1

Research Plan

Problem
Does cellulose, fiberglass, expanded polystyrene foam/EPS, or
Name
polyurethane foam best resist heat flow?

1

Chapter 2

Research Plan

39
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Teacher Information

cont.

Appendix

111

91

Replacing Science in Action with STEM Project Guide in your Biology course
will provide several benefits:
Deepens students’ ability to apply scientific and engineering reasoning through a
STEM Project.
h Allows students to complete either a science-investigation or engineering-design
project.
h Guides students to complete the project independently, from topic selection through
presentation of results.
h Includes detailed information on science and engineering processes and data analysis,
including experimental design, graphing, and significant figures.
h Provides continuity by using project format and instructions familiar from earlier grades.
h Based on guidelines of major STEM fairs.
h Provides forms in checklist format to aid in project evaluation and grading.
h Has Teacher Key with detailed helps for guiding students through the project.
h

The STEM Project (Science Project) directions in
the Fourth Edition of Biology: God’s Living Creation
Teacher Edition are based on using Science in Action.
The table in this document provides a recom
mended timeline for replacing Science in Action with
the new STEM Project Guide. Follow this timeline
for the STEM Project instead of using the assign
ments in the Teacher Edition daily lessons. Assign
STEM Project homework as appropriate. For details
about STEM Project components, assignments, and
grading, refer to the STEM Project Guide Teacher Key.
The table also suggests pacing changes to
accommodate the STEM Project. The Lesson
column includes changes to the material taught
or reviewed in class (including seatwork assigned

during homework check). The Homework column
includes the homework changes corresponding
to the pacing changes. Lessons that can be con
densed to provide more time for STEM Project
work are noted.
Lesson numbers in the table correlate with the
suggested daily lessons in the Biology: God’s Living
Creation Teacher Edition and with the Biology
video lessons from Abeka Academy. A blank cell
in the STEM Project column indicates that there
is no in-class work for the STEM Project; students
should continue working on components already
assigned. A blank cell in the Lesson or Homework
column indicates that no pacing adjustments
are needed.

Using the STEM Project Guide with Biology: God’s Living Creation Fourth Edition
Adjustment
Chapter

Lesson
STEM Project

2

6

2

12

3

13

Lesson

Homework

Preview logbook; assign to ob
tain for lesson (les.) 14.
Read pp. 33–35. Answer p. 36,
questions 1–3.
Teach all of section (sect.) 3.1.

Read pp. 36–39, to 3.3 Fruits.
Answer p. 39, question 4.

Note: In sect. 3.1, students may be familiar with the terms flower and receptacle, all terms in the subsection Flower Parts
except calyx and corolla, and the distinction between staminate and pistillate flowers.

3

14

Introduce STEM Project.
Discuss logbook format and
choosing a topic.
Assign topic selection for les. 23.

Review sect. 3.1.
Teach all of sect. 3.2.

Note: Students may be familiar with most concepts in sect. 3.2. Information less likely to be familiar is specific examples
of design for pollination, the terms polar nuclei and double fertilization, and the article The Formation and Ripening of
Fruits. The article People and Pollen may be omitted.

3

16

3

17

4

18

Homework (hmwk) check
seatwork:
Review pp. 36–39.
Review sect. 3.2.
Read pp. 47–52, to 4.3 Herba
ceous Stems.
Answer p. 48, question 2, and
p. 52, question 3.
Teach all of sect. 4.1–4.2.

Read pp. 52–53, to 4.4 Vegeta
tive Reproduction and Special
Stems.
Answer p. 53, questions 1, 2.

Note: In sect. 4.1, all bold terms except bundle scars may be familiar. In sect. 4.2, the following items are likely to be
familiar: overall structure (but not details) of bark and wood; the terms pith, heartwood, and sapwood; and the
subsection Annual Rings. The article The Power to Change Matter may be omitted.

4

19

4

20

4

23

Topic selection due.

5

25

Return approved topics.
Introduce Background and
problem.
Assign Background first draft and
problem selection for les. 32.

Topic Selection Workday.

Hmwk check seatwork:
Review pp. 47–52.
Teach all of sect. 4.3.
Hwmk check seatwork:
Review pp. 52–53.
Review sect. 4.3.

Teach sect. 5.1.

Note: All of sect. 5.1 is likely to be familiar except the subsections Modern Taxonomy and Evolutionary Misconceptions.
Students may have seen eukaryotes vs. prokaryotes and the names of the six kingdoms.

2

Adjustment
Chapter

Lesson
STEM Project

6

32

Background first draft and
problem selection due.

7

33

Return Background first draft;
assign second draft for les. 37.

7

35

Return Problem Selection
Worksheet. As needed, assign
students to submit revised
problems with the Back
ground second draft.

7

36

Introduce research plan.

Lesson

Homework

Note: Students do not need to begin writing the research plan until the Background second draft has been submitted.

7

37

Background second draft due.
Assign research plan first draft
for les. 47.

8

47

Research plan first draft due.

8

48

Return research plan first draft;
assign second draft for les. 53.
Note: If you wish to schedule a research plan workday, either omit Lab 9 or condense les. 51–53 (sect. 9.1–9.2) into two
lessons (as les. 52–53).

9

53

Research plan second draft due.

9

55

Return approved research plans.
Students begin research;
experimenting or prototyping
and testing should be com
pleted by les. 86.
Introduce Getting Started Work
sheet and weekly updates.
Assign Getting Started Work
sheet for les. 58.
Note: Schedule and assign weekly updates through les. 90. It is recommended that you plan them for the same day each
week except when they would fall on a test day.

9

58

Getting Started Worksheet due.

12

76–80

Briefly review data analysis with
this week’s weekly update.
Note: You may wish to postpone the review of data analysis, depending on how far along students’ projects are.

13

86

Experimentation/testing com
pleted.
Introduce final report; assign
first draft for les. 93.
Have students sign up for oral
presentations. (See below for
presentation dates. Directions
for the presentations will be
given in les. 96.)
Explain exhibit (due with the
oral presentation).

3

Adjustment
Chapter

Lesson
STEM Project

14

93

Study (including data analysis)
completed.
Final report first draft due. As
sign final report second draft
and completed logbook for
les. 98.

14

96

Explain oral presentation.

15

98

Final report second draft and
completed logbook due.

15–17

101–117

Lesson

Homework

Oral presentations with exhibits.
Note: Plan two or three presentations per day. Adjust the schedule to fit the size of your class. Because of tests and labs,
do not schedule oral presentations for les. 106, 107, and 113.

4

